
ACTL-Koopman June 14 2017- Day 2 –Case
studies Chichewa and Wolof

Chichewa

Chichewa (Sam Mchombo’s native language, Malawi),
SVO, asymmetric object language Bresnan and Moshi (1990).
literature: rom Hyman (2003), Ryan (2010), Baker (1988), Hyman and
Mchombo (1992),.. Hyman, Inkelas, and Sibanda (1998) Alsina (1999) Alsina
and Mchombo (1990)

(1) (Neg)- SA -(neg)-T O [ V ...] FV

Neg SA (root)
SA Neg (non root)

Chichewa extensions

The suffixes in question: (there are suffixes for tenses/aspects as well, see in
particular Muriungi (2009))

mang- V tie
mang- its- CAUS cause to tie
mang- ir- APP tie for/with/at/ for(purpose)
mang- an- REC tie each other
mang- idw- PASS be tied
mang- ITS- INT tie well

Hyman’s challenge: Hyman (2003)

Based on the ordering of Bantu derivational verb suffixes, frequently
cited in the literature, I show that that neither semantic scope (or
compositionality) nor the syntactic MP can account for the full range
of suffix ordering facts in any Bantu language. Instead, each suffix
system represents a language-specific resolution of a basic tension
between two competing pressures: the pressure for affix ordering
to be compositional vs. the pressure for affix ordering to be fixed
(invariant).

Structures building morphology does not get you the right orders: assuming
base generation. Pre-syntax
postsyntax

Hyman’s wisdom.

Appendix: Three suffixes (CAR) in Chichewa
It should be clear from the proceeding that a full understanding of
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suffix ordering can be achieved only by undertaking an exhaustive
examination of all co-occurring sequences of two, three, and four
productive suffixes in a Bantu language, systematically varying their
semantic scope and corresponding syntactic properties. Since such
an undertaking would be enormous even for a single language, the
current paper has had the more modest goal of sorting out some of
the major issues that a partial comparative study reveals.

Morpheme orders

How do we build up the syntactic analysis1 ?

structural ambiguity: one linear order –2 hierarchical structures
A linear V Caus Inst order in Chichewa is structurally ambiguous Hyman
(2003), reflecting two different Merge (=scope) hierarchies, as indicated in the
examples. (2) is derived by the (remnant) Vp pied-piping Caus, yielding a
regular 321 mirror order: Caus

(2) 1Ins > 2Caus > 3V 321

ı́l- ı́ts- il- a
cry Caus- Ins- FV
..use an instrument to make x cry

The example in (3) however is derived by the subtree containing Vp stranding
the Ins. This is a 312 order, where the head complement merge order surfaces
after verb.

(3) 1Caus > 2Ins > 3V 312

takas-
stir-

its-
Caus-

il-
Ins-

a
FV

.. cause [ to stir with ]

other cases Apart from cases where a linear order corresponds to two
different hierarchies, there are also cases where two different linear orders
map onto a single merge hierarchy, recalling the variable orders of verbal
complexes in Hungarian and Dutch (Koopman and Szabolcsi 2000). This
depends however on the hierarchical order in which the suffixes are merged.
This can be illustrated with different combinations of Rec, Caus and V.

The reciprocal suffix −an (Caus) can merge either with Caus or with V,
yielding two different syntactic hierarchies with different semantic interpreta-
tions.

(4) a. 1Caus > 2Rec > 3V (..cause reciprocal Ving)
b. 1Rec > 2Caus > 3V (.. reciprocal causing to V)

1contrast this approach to Hyman (2003), ?
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The hierarchy in (4-a) yields two different linear orders with the same meaning:

(5) Two linear orders (312 and 321) from the fixed hierarchy
1Caus > 2Rec > 3V :

a. a- ku- máng- ı́ts- an- a 312
3Pl- PROG -tie- Caus- Rec- FV

b. a- ku- máng- án- its- a 321
3Pl- PROG -tie- Rec- Caus- FV
..cause to tie each other

The hierarchy in (4-b), yields only one possible order (from Ryan (2010: 7a,
7b) who cites Larry Hyman and Sam Mchombo p.c. ).

(6) One linear order (321) from the fixed hierarchy 1Rec > 2Caus > 3V :

a. a-
3Pl-

ku-
PROG-

máng-
tie-

ı́ts-
Caus-

an-
Rec-

a
FV

321

b. *a-
3Pl-

ku-
PROG-

máng-
tie-

àn-
Rec-

its-
Caus-

a
FV

312

..cause each other to tie

one order of merge: 2 linear orders How do these patterns follow given
the respective underlying hierarchies? The linear morpheme orders must reflect
the syntactic derivations below, forced by the U20 approach. Movement is
driven by the epp feature that suffixes have as part of their lexical specification.

(7) 1Caus > 2Rec > 3V (Cause reciprocal Ving)

(5-a)

3V 1cause
3

2rec 3

and (5-b)

3V 2rec 3
1caus

3 2 3

As we can observe by inspecting the initial derivations, the verbal constituent
in (7) may pied-pipe Rec or strand it: the variability is thus in some way related
to the optionality of pied-piping, or to some other factor.
Possible REC doubling provide some insight here. In all (and only those) cases
where we have stranding orders, the stranded REC can be doubled on the V: 2

2A note on caution: The literature conflicts on *an-its-an. Hyman fnt 12 discusses
Chichewa *an-its-an , vs an-il-an (for applicatives). Mchombo (per. comm) confirms these
cases are fine. They are also found in an earlier paper by Hyman and Mchombo ( find ref).
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(8) a-
3Pl-

ku-
PROG-

máng-
tie-

an-
REC

ı́ts-
Caus

an-
-

a
REC -FV

This suggests the following analysis3, where the REC has climbed up a bit,
with the remnant VP moving to merge with Caus., and Rec optionally being
spelled out in the remnant (lack of c-command) . This puts the burden on the
REC (which after all is related to an argument). T

3V
2rec 3 1caus

2rec 3 2 3
which would revise the structure in ?? as follows;

3V
2rec 3 1caus

2rec 3 2 3
This would also mean that the structure is more complex, and that we

should revise our numbering system: caus=1, rec 2 REC3 V 4 yielding a licit
4312

one structure-one meaning The Caus suffix however must pied-pipe with
V. Since 312 is excluded in this case, we can conclude that this is related to a
prohibition on stranding Caus somehow.

(9) 1Rec > 2Caus > 3V
(6-a)

3V 2cause 3
1rec 3 2 3

not * (6-b)

3V 1rec
3

2caus 3

Here we see the causative affix may not strand. This can now be understood
as the CAUS not being able to undergo a short movement, with remnant
movement around it. In these cases, REC reduplication is not possible: there
is no point in the derivation where there are two copies of REC with one copy
not c-commanding the other. No chance for the spell out of multiple copies.

Data Summary Including Appl:

3Chris Collin (pers. comm)
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(10) a. Caus-Appl (mang-its-il-a) cause to tie for s.o

(i) *APP- CAUS *mang-ir-its ’cause to tie for s.o
APP- REC- CAUS mang-ir-an-its ’cause to tie for each other’

(ii) *APP-INT *mang-ir-its ’cause to tie well for s.o

(11) a. Rec may be stranded (under Caus).
b. Appl must be stranded under Caus (one applicative form, Ben,

Instr, Loc, Purposive, readings: Appl head merged at different
heights.)

c. Appl and REC combinations: obey fall within the expectations
(different orders, but no 4213, see more below)

d. Caus allows pied-piping [VP +x] to its Spec.
e. * [[ V Appl] Caus ] Appl must strand if it is the direct complement

of CAUS. Anti-Locality?

(12) a. Is a linear *[ [V APPL] CAUS]] generally out across Bantu? (Good
2005) states it is found in very few cases (4?) in the sample he
looked at. It is also out in Wolof (Senegal, Atlantic) (Buell and Sy
2005). Is this order ever attested, or simply rare?
If not, why not? (where to look?)

b. but adding a morpheme (REC) makes it OK (mang-ir-an-its) (=11)!!!
(also true for Wolof)
why? Parallels in syntax?

(13) Remaining problem: Hyman’s OT analysis and the CARP template.

Chichewa Tables: predicted outcomes

• Unique (universal) hierarchies of merge represent interpretation.
C=Caus, A=instrumental in column 1, and (rebel) against in column 2
and 3, R=reciprocal
meny= hit uk-ir = idiom (rebel against) or literal.

– same linear orders can represent different interpretations, this will
matter!
(how do we get the impression that a CARP template is at work in
Bantu? ) An illusion: some hierarchies are more likely semantically
Some linear outputs can map to fewer hierarchies.
CAR sequence: its-ir-an can correspond to max number of different
merge hierarchies, but CRA only to 2...

(14) In principle, Caus, Appl, Rec, V can correspond tp different
hierarchies, which should yield different readings. Look at a
case where Appl V is fixed. idiom–Appl V
uk-ir- rebel against ”
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(15) a. a. uk-a ’wake up’
b. uk-ir-a ’rebel against’ (= ’wake up’ + APPL)
c. uk-ir an rebel against each other
d. *uk-ir-its-a ’cause to rebel against’ (*V App CAUS )
e. uk- ir- an its case to revel against (*V APPL-REC-

CAUS) 4

f. uk-its-ir-a ’cause to rebel against’ (also = ’wake up [s.o.]
for (- with - at)’)

(16) Possibilities of Merge:

a. APPL V uk- ir -a
b. CAUS APPL V uk its- ir-a 312
c. REC APPL V uk ir an-a 321
d. CAUS > REC > APPL > V uk its an ir
e. REC>CAUS > APPL V V uk an its ir

C1 > A2ins > R3 > V4 C1 > R2 > A3 > V4 R1 > C2 > A3 > V4

4123 meny- its-ir-an uk-its-an-ir uk-an-its-ir

4132 meny- its- an- ir- uk- its- ir-an uk- an- ir-its
4213 meny -ir- its- an- uk -an- its- ir- uk - its- an-ir

4231 meny- ir-an- its uk- an- ir- its uk- its-ir- an
4312 meny-an-its- ir- uk-ir-its- an- uk-ir-an- its
4321 meny- an- ir -its- uk- ir -an-its- uk- ir -its-an

• CAR: its-ir-an, can in principle correspond to t three hierarchies, though
meanings should be distinguished, while CRA its-an-ir is compatible wth
fewer hierarchies:

• but its-an-ir can correspond only to 2 hierarchies.

• uk-its-an-ir should be unambiguous, as should uk-an-its-ir.
this is a prediction, it needs to be confirmed, not confirmed, I still have
not given up hope to be able to do so Sam Mchombo

• Phrasal movement approach derives different orders: Some orders cannot
be derived, no matter what: but such sequences may be OK for different
hierarchies! Clearly much more work is necessary to verify these predic-
tions, and more refined tools must be used (which we know we must resort
to for well studied languages.
That is positive.

• Further reductions for possible outputs for individual sequences depend
on properties of individual lexical items:
work through each case.

4recheck meaning, in progress
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• not shown here: some cases that are ungrammatical are ungrammatical
because of the hierarchy that underlies them (fall outside possible orders
that can be formed).

(17) lexical properties: (each of these are independently justified. (see
in particular Koopman (2014))

a. suffix. epp:V must build a verbal spec. ( this makes no
difference for any of the paradigms)

b. interact with movement of REC, which creates a remnant.
c. interacts with spell out (yielding doubling). Relate to other

syntactic doubling (spell out, copy and (fail to) delete) Hy-
man’s intuition:
my (LH) interpretation of this second option is that the se-
quence -an-il- is licensed by the MIRROR constraint, while
the sequence, -il-an- is licensed by the TEMPLATE constraint.
That is, by producing -an- on both sides of -il-, both con-
straints are actually satisfied.

d. Appl must strand when complement to Caus (must be ex-
plained, perhaps anti-locality) Or - il moves, just as REC
does. Appl is related to licensing objects, so perhaps ”P”
like in this respect

e. I no longer think either of the suffixes imposes particular
phonological restrictions on their Spec

f. issues about postverbal syntax (particularly reconstruction,
scope ) remain to be investigated

• The model predicts different outcomes depending on the hierarchy. Mor-
phology= syntax + cyclic spell out, Ph interface.
Projection principle: lexical items specific phonological properties are
specified on epp properties (part of structure building Merge). Local-
ity of selection: lexical properties must be satisfied locally (features must
be checked under sisterhood).
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1 A case studies from Wolof

1.1 Case study 1: patterns of 2, 3, 4 and 5 from a single
fixed hierarchy

We next turn to an analysis of the various morpheme orders that can arise from
a single fixed hierarchy in Wolof. Morpheme orders should fall out from lexical
properties of the specific morphemes in question, a fixed (universal) hierarchy,
phrasal movement, and pied-piping options. Attested orders should fall within
possible U20 patterns, and no instances of gaps should occur. The analysis
should be internally consistent, and make further predictions. This expectation
is borne out, as we will see below.

There are two case studies. Here is present 1.
Both case studies provide clear arguments for the syntactic nature of morpheme
composition: certain derivations must be excluded, and they are familiar from
the syntactic literature: as left branch/ spec extraction effects. (though it is
unclear how to conciliate this with smggling: I hve not adjusted the handout)

The specific research presented in this section is the result of collaborative
research on Wolof by and with members of the UCLA Africanist linguist
community in early 2000 (Harold Torrence, Leston Buell, Mariam Sy (native
speaker linguist of Saint Louis Wolof)). What is new here w.r.t. the earlier
work is framing the derivations in U20 terms, looking for what is expected to
occur, and what should not, given the properties of lexical items in question.
This section is organized as follows.

• start with the complete ordering patterns of 2, 3, 4 and 5 elements

• can these be derived from a fixed (universal) hierarchy?

• build up the analysis starting with the smallest patterns extending to the
largest.
Why? (Let’s play acquisition)

• once we figure out the parts, take linear order =output of the syntactic
derivation, and ask how i maps onto the hierarchy.

• map linear order onto a syntactic hierarchy (use phrasal movement, not
head movement): what shapes do we get? Do they fall within U20?

• formulate lexical properties of morphemes. → problem

• not sufficient: piedpiping over extraction of ful Spec.

• extend further, use lexical properties to see what derivations are possible,
and which ones are not.

• reveals a need to account for *4132.
→ Island violation
Wanted: an independent account for this island violation: ideally it
should fall out from Merge and Phases.
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1.2 Wolof data-set 1

The data presented in this section are drawn from Buell and Sy (2005), who
put to test an analysis sketched in Koopman (2004), which is taken up here
and further expanded. Buell and Sy (2005) present the complete ordering
patterns for the following four suffixes (a small selection of Wolof’s 25 or so
verbal suffixes):

• the impersonal causative suffix -lu

(18) Faatu
Faatu

togg
cook

-lu
-IMP.CAUS

-na
-DECL

j ”en
fish

wi.
the

Faatu had someone cook the fish

In the impersonal causative the causee cannot be expressed, and must be
interpreted as an existential. This has the flavor of a ”passive” ( perhaps
lit. Faatu had the fish cooked), (-u is independently a middle (se laver)
or a direct object reflexive). Looks like a cognate to Proto Bantu passive
-u to me.

• the causative suffix -loo

(19) Faatu
Faatu

togg
cook

-loo
-CAUS

-na
-3s

Gàllay
Gàllay

j ”en
fish

wi.
the

Faatu had/made Gàllay cook the fish.

• benefactive -al 5,

(20) Faatu
Faatu

togg
cook

-al
-BEN

-na
-3s

Gàllay
Gllaay

j ”en
fish

wi.
the

Faatu cooked the fish for Gllaay.

• and finally, instrumental -e.

(21) Faatu
Faatu

togg
cook

-e
-INSTR

-na
-3s

j ”en
fish

wi
the

(ag)
with

diwtirr
palm.oil

Faatu cooked the fish with palm oil.

1.3 A fixed hierarchy

As Buell and Sy (2005) show, interpretation supports a fixed hierarchy
underlying all morpheme orders. The instrumental can only associate with the

5Benefactive -al is syncretic with the change-of-state selecting causative -al. The Bene-
factive -al and the change-of-state causative -al may cooccur. A third -al is the imperative
suffix
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lexical verb, never with the causatives (replacing the instrument with a whip
yields ungrammaticality), showing the instrumental must be merged below the
causatives.

(22) luimpcaus > loocaus > alben > eInstr > V

(23) Jàngalekat
teacher

bi
the

bind
write

-lu
-IMP.CAUS

-loo
-CAUS

-al
-BEN

-e
-INSTR

(luloole)

- na xale yi gan gi taalif bi kereyon.
- DECL child the guest the poem the pencil
The teacher had someone make the children write the poem for the
guest with a pencil. (Buell and Sy 2005: 14 )

1.4 Patterns of 2

Each of the suffixes above may combine with V individually. The lexical
entry of each suffix therefore is endowed with an eppV feature (in addition to
other properties that allow the suffix to Merge in this hierarchy). Each suffix
must build a specifier, and attract a (remnant) verbal category (Vp), (as all
arguments show up outside the complex verb).

1.5 Patterns of 3, and derivations

We observe 312 and 321 orders for combinations of 3 elements in this hierarchy.
These are precisely the two possible U20 orders that can be derived for multiple
suffixes, with 312 solidly attested:

(24) Attested Patterns of 3

a. V − alben − einst 312
b. V − einst − loocaus 321
c. V − loocaus − alben /lool/6 312
d. V − luimpcaus − alben 312
e. V − luimpcaus − loocaus 312
f. V − luimpcaus − einstr 312

The instrumental suffix strands below the benefactive and luimpcaus, yielding
a 312 order ((24-a) and (24-f)). Vp pied-pipes the instrumental to causative
loocaus, yielding a 321 order which reveals the 32 substructure underlying
the stranding order. The remaining orders in (24) are all 312 stranding
orders: −alben strands after the loocaus (24-c) (but note that V pied pipes the
instrumental to loocaus); benefactive, causative loocaus and instrumental strand
below the impersonal causative luimpcaus (24-d), (24-e), and (24-f). This leads
to the following derivations for the examples in (24).

Derivations: Patterns of 3

6-loo and -al contract to /lool/, suggesting -a may be a separate morpheme
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a. V p− alben − einst 312

3V p 1ben
3

2inst 3

b. V − einst − loocaus 321

3V 2inst 3
1loo:caus 3 2 3

c. V − loocaus − alben 312

3V p 1loo:caus
3

2Ben 3

d. for (24-d), (24-e), and (24-f) 312

3V
1impcaus

3
2ben/caus/instr 3

As we can see, stranding keeps the structures at spell out small, as Vp is an
immediate sister to the highest suffix. V ends up as close to the suffix as
possible, i.e. both structurally and linearly adjacent.

(25) Hierarchy: Ben > Inst
Evidence internal to Wolof
Evidence from outside typology (UG)7 Schweikert (2005:p.132)
Evidential > temporal > locative > Comitative > Benefactive >
Reason > Source > Goal > Malefactive > Instrumental/Means/Path >
Matter > Manner

Pied-piping embeds the V(p)(24-b), and as a consequence V is no longer
the immediate sister of the highest suffix, nor linearly adjacent.
Individual suffixes differ whether they force stranding or not. As is clear from
the output structures, alben and luimpcaus only combine with the smallest
constituent containing the V(p) (24-a) as their left sister, but never with
a bigger size constituent in which V further embedded (i.e. pied-piping is

7Three syntactic tests were applied to combinations of PPs in the German Mittlefield. QS
(quantifier scope), PLR(pair list readings) and IF (information focus) gave rise to the same
linear order of PP types or thematic roles
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excluded). I take this to show that the lexical entry of these suffixes specifies
the maximum size of the syntactic constituent the suffixes allow in their Spec.
This can be calculated by locating the position of V which will be spelled out,
and counting the number of nodes that can dominate it. This property of lexical
items was encoded in ? by so-called complexity filters for specific positions, and
more recently attributed to special phonological properties grafted on the epp
(See Koopman (2014) for different properties and their effects. There it was
shown that the structural size account plays a role in a wide variety of cases,
and filters out other possible outputs.)
Two of the suffixes in this particular hierarchy allow only the smallest VP
containing V in their Spec, and hence trigger stranding at some point in the
derivation. These impose a size restriction on their spec, informally expressed
below with [+small]] (maximal size allowed dominating V is smallest VP).
Pied-piping will exceed the small size restriction and hence violate the lexical
properties of these suffixes.

(26) a. lu, ImpCaus, +eppV,[+small]]

b. al, Ben, +eppV [+small]]

What about the other suffixes? The data here do not allow drawing any
conclusion about a size restriction for −einst. This will have to be determined
by the largely uncharted morphological structure below the instrumental. But
the data do show that loocaus does not have the same size restrictions as (26),
as V pied-pipes −einst to loocaus. alben however must strand, and cannot
pied-pipe as *V-al-loo is ungrammatical. This could be compatible with loocaus
having a size restriction allowing VP-e as the maximal size allowed, which
V alben too big. This predicts that alben could never pied-pipe to loocaus in
any context. This prediction is not borne out, as we show below, as (24-a)
can pied-pipe to loocaus in patterns of 4 (30-b). This hypothesis can thus be
eliminated: loocaus has no size restriction at all. 8

In addition to lexical properties, we need to say something about the fact
that the instrumental sometimes pied-pipes, and sometimes strand. Stranding
is forced by the size restriction of the higher morpheme, but why isn’t
stranding freely available? If the instrumental can pied-pipe, or strand, why is
instrumental stranding with the loocaus as in (27) c excluded?

(27) a. V − alben − einst 312
b. V − einst − loocaus 321
c. *V − loocaus − einst *312
d. V − luimpcaus − einstr 312

If pied-piping is the unmarked option in Wolof (as it is for verbal complexes in
Hungarian and German), pied-piping instrumental to loocaus is obligatory, and
stranding −einst is not available in this particular context. This has as effect
that you must pied-pipe whenever possible, but this ban can be overridden

8see Chichewa
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when other lexical items have a +eppV [+small]] property, which forces stranding
to keep the output small at spell out.9

We now have the following grammar fragment to derive the linear orders.

(28) a. Merge (External and Internal)
b. Phrasal movement (feature driven: all suffixes have a +eppV prop-

erty, some morphemes have an additional size restriction (+eppV [+small]).
c. Fixed hierarchy (Wolof), morphemes with size restrictions indi-

cated (on their left). [+small]luimpcaus > loocaus >[+small] alben >
eInstr > V

d. pied-pipe if you can.

(29) In addition: V-al -loo is excluded. This recalls the Chichewa/Bantu ban
on *Applben-Caus for benefactives, (but not for instrumentals). these
both add an argument, which must move to positions outside the VP

1.6 Patterns of 4

The following patterns of 4 are found for this fixed hierarchy. DO HIERARCHY
ON BOARD

(30) Attested Patterns of 4:

a. V − einstr − loocaus − alben 4312
b. V − alben − einstr − loocaus 4231

c. V − luimpcaus − alben − einstr 4123
d. V − luimpcaus − loocaus − alben 4123

• (30-a) and (30-b) are two alternate orders for the same elements in the
hierarchy10.

• (30-a) derives by V pied-piping the instrumental, and stranding −alben,
(30-b) derives by pied-piping the benefactive as well V − alben − einstr

11.

9This may in fact be reflected in the fact noted by Greenberg that N A Num Dem is more
frequent than N Dem Num A: this remains true in Cinque’s extended database

10Buell and Sy (2005:(28) and (29)) show that the preferred argument orders used with the
two forms are different. Given a postverbal linear V+affixes DP1 DP2 DP3 DP4 order, the
preferred interpretations of DP1 and DP2 vary (DP3= (inanimate) theme of V and DP4 (Instr)
are constant). With (30-a) DP1 is the agent of the transitive V, and DP2 is the beneficiary,
with (30-b) DP1 is the beneficiary, and DP2 the agent of V. This suggests pied-piping plays
a role in smuggling and aligning the arguments. The syntax of postverbal arguments orders,
and how these relate to the complex morphological form remains to be studied.

11As Buell and Sy (2005) note, the 4231 order V − alben − einstr − loocaus is problematic
because the order V − albenloocaus is excluded: only V loocaus − alben is allowed. The latter
underlies the order in (30-a). It is perhaps relevant here that the V Ben Ins order is an
independently attested order. This suggests that this particular derivation allows an interme-
diate step, which forms and spells out the independently attested V Ben Inst order, before
merging loocaus, which allows pied-piping. Why that option is unavailable for V BEN, which
is also an independently attested order remains to be seen. It is probably also relevant that
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• (30-c) and (30-d) involve smallest Vp movement, basically spec to spec
movement, because of the size restriction of V − luimpcaus.

1.7 Wolof orders and U20

We can now compare the patterns found in this specific hierarchy in Wolof
morphology against the possible U20 patterns in the noun phrase, given a single
hierarchy of 4 elements. Since all the morphemes in Wolof are suffixes, there
are 6 logically possible orders in the table on page ??, namely all those starting
with 4=V.

Patterns in Wolof morphology from a single hierarchy;
Expected gap in red Expected (and attested), expected but ungrammatical *

Table to be adjusted

4123 (30-c), (30-d) 4132 *(32)
4213 0 4231 (30-b)
4312 (30-a) 4321 (occurs in Wolof, but not with these morphemes)

3 of the 5 patterns occur. A fourth pattern, 4213 is excluded in principle, as
42 is never a constituent in any step of the derivation. This then is a predicted
gap. 4321 is widely attested in Wolof, but not for this hierarchy. This can
be directly understood because two of the suffixes in question have small size
restrictions, as shown in (31).

(31) [+small]luimpcaus > loocaus >[+small] alben > eInstr > V

321 can surface (V-e-loo), but 4321 cannot in this particular hierarchy: it would
require at least one higher suffix than loo without a size restriction. There is
no such morpheme in this hierarchy, as we can see.
(But there is outside of this hierarchy. This structure can be embedded under
the suffix that means go for example, as expected. )

The order 4132 turns out to be ungrammatical. Accidental or ruled out in
principle?

(32) *V − luimpcaus − einstr − loocaus 4132

The ungrammaticality of (32) is puzzling, as the substructure it would be
derived from is itself wellformed ((30-a)):

(33) V − einst − loocaus

Suppose that luimpcaus merges with (33). We know that the size restriction
of Luimpcaus would have to force subextraction of Vp to satisfy its epp
properties, yielding the following derivation:

loocaus − alben contracts to loo-l, and that this bleeds pied-piping. I will leave this puzzle
open
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(34) *V − luimpcaus − einstr − loocaus

4V p

1=luimpcaus

!

4V p
3inst 3

2=loo(caus 3 2 3

This derivation fails to converge. Why?
Island effect.
subextraction from a complex specifier is prohibited, an island effect, as
frequently argued (and an assumption we had to make in Koopman and
Szabolcsi (2000) to make verbal complexes work).

It is difficult to see how it could be excluded in any other way,, though it
should fall out in a different way (but Collins (pers comm): spell out. ) This
leaves no other option than stranding the instrumental below loocaus, overriding
the unmarked pied-piping option, yielding the 4123 pattern in (30-d). Wolof
thus provides important information that a 4132 order must (at least in some
cases be ruled out). Since staged of the derivations that would feed into it
converge, we conclude: extraction from a complex specifier is not permitted (at
least in some cases).

(35) (35) is a syntactic island effect.
Expected if this is phrasal movement, (also of course if it is head move-
ment)
Expected if this is syntax! (and not morphology)

We return to the important implications for U20 that the derivation yielding
*4132 must be excluded in section ??.

(36) But: when is spec extraction from a spec an island and when is it not?

a. Long literature dealing with subject island/left branch violations
(no extraction from complex specifiers, but separation happens be-
fore)

b. Problems with smuggling (the smuggled constituent must be a big
larger?).

c. Phases.. how would it work?

(37) On aside on 4132 in the Noun Phrase (from Cinque’s extended data
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base, and paper in progress): (Is it a U20 pattern or not? Cinque
assumed it was possibly spurious..)

• In Cinque (2005) the order N Dem A Num was assumed only tentatively as
a genuine order, as in my sample at the time only one language displayed
this order as an exclusive order, Pitjantjatjara (Bowe 1990:111), two more
having it as an alternative order only (see Cinque 2005,fn27). Since then
that order has proved to be attested in a fair number of other languages,
both in Dryers (2013) sample and in the enlarged sample utilized here
(pasted from his appendix).

• N-Dem-A-Num (Cp): 6 (24) lgs, 4 (16) genera
Niger-Congo: KATLA-TIMA: Tima (Dryer 2013a,Appendix)
Niger-Congo: NORTHERN ATLANTIC: Noon (Dryer 2013a,Appendix),
Diola-Fogny (Dryer 2013a,Appendix; also see Sapir 1976,145)
Niger-Congo: SOUTHERNATLANTIC: Baga Sitemu (Dryer 2013a,Appendix)
Niger-Congo: BANTOID: Luyia (Ruhlen 2008,333f) , Nkore-Kiga (Dryer
2013a,Appendix; also see Taylor 1985,55) , Nyole (Ruhlen 2008,336), Ny-
oro (Ruhlen 2008,331), Runyankore (Dryer 2013a,Appendix) , Tiene (Elling-
ton 1977,4.1)
Niger-Congo: PLATEAU: Fyem (Nettle 1998,23)

Nilo-Saharan: DAJU: Laggori (Dryer 2013a,Appendix; also see Alamin
Mubarak 2006,21)
Nilo-Saharan: NILOTIC: Dholuo (Tucker 1994,272f; Okoth Okombo 1997,2.2.1.4),
Nilo-Saharan: SURMIC: Majang (Joswig 2011a,3.5)

KORDOFANIAN: Masakin Tuwal (Crocker 1982,3)
Afro-Asiatic: EASTERN CUSHITIC: Konso (Bliese and Gignarta 1986,4;
cf. also Amare 1999 and Orkaydo 2013, 9.1.1)

SUMATRA: Nias Selatan (Brown 2001,Chapter 8)
EASTERN MALAYO-POLYNESIAN: Mor (Ruhlen 2008,1160)
Austronesian: OCEANIC: Koluwawa (Dryer 2013a,Appendix; also see
Guderian and Guderian 2002,3.1) , Kove (Sato 2013,5.3.2.2.2) , Lusi (Thurston
1980,49;1982,25), Tongan (Macdonald 2014,3) Anm: ANM: Anm (Dryer
2013a,Appendix)
Australian: PAMA-NYUNGAN: Pitjantja(tja)ra (Dryer 2013a,Appendix;
also see Ruhlen 2008,1635)

• Issues: reliability of reporting/ contrasting reports in the literature. (prob-
lems with basic order. or is it an alternative order?)

• analyses:
its the numerals (they can be adjectives (Baker, Abels and Neeleman):
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look at their morphology))
its how languages treat Adjectives Cinque (2010), Dixon..
How to support the latter empirically is clear!

1.8 Patterns of 5

There is only one possible pattern of 5

(38) One Attested pattern of 5
V − luImpCaus − looCaus − alBen eInstr 51234

This follows straightforwardly. Luimpcaus has a size restriction, it attracts the
smallest Vp, stranding all suffixes.

(39) [+smallV P ]luimpcaus > loocaus >[+smallV P ] alben > eInstr > V

This is the only possibility, because of the ban on subextraction from a specifier:
as we can see, neither the independently occurring surface strings in (30-a), nor
(30-b) can feed into this pattern. This is because the ban on subextraction of
a complex specifier is at work here as well, as indicated in (40).

(40) a. *V − luImpCausV − einstr − loocaus − alben *51423
b. *V − lu V − alben − einstr − loocaus *51342

In conclusion: the complex morphological patterns for a single fixed hierarchy
in Wolof discussed in this section track the U20 patterns in the noun phrase
perfectly, as we show below in the adjusted table. Lexical properties of
the morphemes can be deduced from quite simple surface properties, with
pied-piping playing a role in the derivations. We furthermore find important
evidence that syntactic island conditions are active in morphological objects
as well. This is expected if there is no distinction between morphology and
syntactic composition.

U20 patterns in Wolof morphology from a single hierarchy;
Expected to be unattested 0 Expected, but not found. Final table
4123 ✓ (30-c), (30-d) 4132 0 *(32)
4213 0 not found 4231 ✓ (30-b)
4312 ✓(30-a) 4321 ✓non occurrence explained

in this particular hierarchy

2 patterns are excluded in principle, 4213 because 42 is not a constituent,
and 4132, because subextraction cannot be violated. 3 of the patterns are
found, and a 4th possible pattern, which we expect to be possible, occurs
elsewhere in Wolof but not in this specific hierarchy, because the properties of
the morphemes/lexical items do not make it possible for this order to arise.

.
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